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THE DEVELOPMENT OF CAREERS 
Career and Job 
For centuries the concept of career was either meaningless for most people 
or so intertwined with the notion of job as to be indistinguishable from 
it. Individuals were essentially defined by their largely unchanging job 
which was a lifelong activity. 
Some limited mobility has always been possible . Within established crafts 
the apprentice “boy” would serve his time and become a crafts “man!’ and 
possibly eventually a master craftsman and a man in holy orders might pro- 
gress from deacon to priest and on to bishop. 
These people can be said to have had careers; career being defined as a 
series of roles or jobs with some common factor adding coherence or unity 
to the sequence. 
At least half of the population were women and the idea of career would, 
until the mid twentieth century, have been thought a ridiculous one. Dur- 
ing the twentieth century major changes have occurred in the nature _ of 
society, technology and the expectations of Jndividuals. They have led to 
the development of the concept of career and latterly to its fragmentation 
and the confusion with what it means today. 
Upward Mobility 
During the 20th century there has been a growth in the size of organisa- 
tions. The increased number of levels in organisations and the process of 
bureaucratization allowed career paths in clerical , administrative and 
management work to emerge. To a limited extent blue collar advancement 
became possible. The new large organisations tended to blur the distinc- 
tions between classes and categories and between the owners of the means of 
production and those who sold their labour. The emergence of a management 
activity separate from ownership was highlighted by James Burnham as 2 
“P!anagerial Revolution”. 
A second important change has been in the beliefs that are heid about the 
nature of people and the possibility and desirability of upward mobility. 
The first world war was the catalyst for a radical relook at the distinc- 
tion between those who lead and those who follow. As the who12 generation 
of those who were fitted by birth to lead was wiped out in the trenches, so 
new sources of officers were required. The result was a search for those 
in the ranks who had “officer like qualities”. 
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The success of large numbers of leaders without breeding challenged the 
reliance upon birth and breeding as the determinant of leadership roles by 
demonstrating that substantial upward mobility was possible. It was a 
necessary precondition for the concept of career to become meaningful. 
The first war also began to challenge the idea that women could not “xork” 
in paid employment other than domestic service or in one or two exceptionai 
professions. 
The Orqanisational Career 
The development of large complex organisations with many different levels 
and roles allowed the concept of a career being with one organisation 
career to develop. It became possible to work from initial education to 
retirement for the same organisation,’ moving through a series of roles. For 
some it meant advancing through a series of increasingly senior roles. For 
others it meant a variety of roles with little advancement. In the large 
public service bureaucracies and private sector organisations it became not 
only common but seen as desirable to spend a whole lifetime working for the 
same organisation. 
Although, in New Zealand and most of the western industrialised world, this 
has become far less common; the remnants remain of premiums being paid for 
long service. 
The design of many pension schemes still tends to give major advantages to 
those who continue to work right up to retirement for one employer. The 
absence of portability of pensions has been a major factor reducing the 
mobility of management between organisations. 
Until very recently the New Zealand Government Superannuation Scheme was a 
very rewarding scheme for those who joined early and stayed in until age 
60. It was a generous scheme with indexed linked payments for those who 
retired at normal retirement age, but far less substantial for those who 
left before retirement. The scheme was based on the assumption that the 
Public Service was a secure job for life. Indeed some would say that many 
who were lured into the Public Service with those claims felt betrayed by 
the radical changes in the New Zealand Public Service which reduced its 
size by a third in a little over 12 months in 198718. 
Cynics would claim that the public service career offered low financial 
rewards but security of employment with little risk and a good pension. 
The public service career assumptions also included the assumption that 
public servants could do anything. A senior official dealing xrth 
procurement of weapon systems in the Ministry of Defence would naturally be 
able to move to write charters for kindergartens, policy for prescription 
drugs and on to the ministry of justice. After all they were all public 
Service administration tasks! 
The election of the Labour government of 1987 heralded a major change i n 
the public service. The moves to corporatisation and privatisation were 
accompanied by a new emphasis upon freedom for the operational heads of 
state owned enterprises to negotiate levels of staff, conditions of empioy- 
ment and to introduce fixed term contracts. The core public service shrank 
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in size and adopted similar .performance based management philosophies. 
Long term employment became overnight something that could no longer be 
guaranteed. Demands for performance lead to an emphasis on qualification 
and proven performance. Many direct appointments were made from outside 
and 47,000 public servants ceased to be public servants in just over a year 
and many more became contract employees. The idea of life long public 
service careers received an enormous blow. 
The organisational career was not only a public service phenomenum. ;YIany 
private organisations rewarded long service. Fletcher Challenge (New 
Zealand’s largest company) had for many years an elaborate scheme for 
rewarding long service. Through a series of rising awards it led up to a 
trip to the U.S. for employee and spouse at 30 years service and a world 
trip at 40 years. As the orientation of the company has become more 
immediate the award scheme has become less significant and less valuable to 
its employees. 
These changes have been, for both private and public sectors, a response 
to a changing world. The commercial and managerial world has become more 
and more turbulent. There has been a growing pressure from competition and 
new technologies which requires swift and radical responses to ensure the 
survival of the organisation. Change is no longer a temporary phenomemum 
to be endured until normal life re-emerges with its predictable patterns of 
career advancement and gradual evolution of organisations. Change has 
become the new status quo. 
The number of organisations that are stable enough to offer lifetime 
employment has reduced and is continuing to reduce. The number of 
organisations continuing to exist 40 years after joining it as a young 
person will be very small. The concept of a company career is largely a 
thing of the past in most of the westernised world. 
The exception most discussed is Japan. p!ajor corporations in Japan have 
gone to great lengths to provide life long careers for loyal employees. In 
some cases it is literally from the cradle onwards hi i t h 
nurseries, educational assistance, housing, health care and old we 
provision. There are signs that the trend is beginning to be away from 
this pattern of rewarding conformity and loyal service. 
The idealistic pattern so frequently described in the major Japanese 
corporations has in fact only ever applied to 25% of the xorkers. -i i- has 
been sustained by the existence of smaller secondary and even smaller 
(often family based) third level organisations. They were the regulating 
device-being given varying amounts of work to keep the full employment at 
the large organisations possible. Job insecurity in these smaller and less 
stabie organisations could be said to have been exported from the stable 
ones. 
The Professional Career 
E.n alternative to life long service with one employer for some higher order 
occupations has been a career anchored in their “professional” status. 
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Occupations which have long training; an established body of expert 
knowledge: control of entry and practicing certificates: have for many 
years encouraged loyalty to the profession and to collegues. 
Doctors, lawyers and others tend to speak of their careers in terms of 
medicine and law rather than in terms of their employer or the 
organisation they serve. 
The range of people and occupations able to adopt this orientation has 
widened with the growing number of expert technologies and techniques. 
Some of the old professions have fragmented as the knowledge and skill base 
has expanded. New technologies have led to quite new “professions”. 
The range of validating qualifications and licenses has widened. Computer 
scientists, information technologists, finance managers and management 
accountants and financial planners are examples of occupations which have 
in recent times been sufficiently in demand to allow individuals to think 
of a series of jobs and moves as being a a career with the only coherence 
in the pattern of moves being a rising salary and a common use of the pro- 
fessional training and or qualification. 
There was a time when changing employer was seen as a sign of instability 
in * most of the developed world. This may have been a less common view in 
New Zealand, where for many years full-employment existed and job hopping 
was encouraged by the chronic labour shortage. 
The world has changed to such an extent that people who do not move 
regularly are seen by some today as dull, lacking in initiative ,and perhaps 
lacking commitment in their work. 
The Binary Career 
A further step away from the career spanning the whole of the xorking 
life, but given coherence either by one employer or one theme of 
activities, has been the increasing number of individuals who need to 
radically retrain as the market for their skills or the organisation they 
work for ceases to exist. The need for updating has been growing but in 
the late 1980s a growing number of people have begun to make radical 
changes which Kill in effect mean they have a series of mini careers or 
indeed a series of jobs which has no coherence in terms of 
industry, employer or skill. 
An increasingly common pattern for those who train or develop intc 
specialised areas, is to find that upon reaching the top in the chosen 
field a great gulf is in front of them. The goal of general management is 
on the other side with no means to reach it. This is happening at an 
inreasingly early age which makes the problem worse. Arriving at the Chief 
Accountant, Chief Engineer, Head of Marketing or Production Director role 
in the early 30’s or indeed the late 20’s faces the individual ;Jith either 
appearing to sit still for 30 or 40 years or making a fundamental change. 
Arriving at the same stage at age 55 would be another matter with just a 
few years to enjoy the position. At age 29 it is quite different. 
This phenomenum has encouraged the spread of Executive mid career 
retraining programmes such as MBA (Master of Business Administration). 
I . 
Designed to allow the successful specialist to broaden into general 
management, these programmes attract increasingly large numbers of people 
who want either a second career in Management from scratch or who wish to 
move into really senior corporate roles retaining some connection with 
their specialised skills and experience. 
A Move to Individual Centred Careers 
We have moved past a time when one employer or profession could provide a 
lifelong focus to a career, to a time when neither will be the ordinary 
common experience of working life. 
We have entered a time when one period of training will not provide the 
basis for a life’s work. The time when individuals were defined in terms 
of their occupation is well past and most of us have a wider definition of 
who we are by which to make so called career decisions. 
In 1937 Everett Hughes wrote 
“A career is the moving perspective in which a person sees 
his life as a whole and interprets the meaning of his various 
attributes actions and the things which happen to him”. 
The impact of a definition such as Hughes’ is to focus completely upon the 
individual and aspirations. We will take that focus later in the chapter 
when we have examined the traditional approaches to career development in 
organisations. 
Even with the number of changes to ‘career” that have occurred and are 
’ occurring there are still sufficient patterns to manage, to examine and to 
understand. 
THE CAREER DEVELOPMENT PERSPECTIVE 
>!uc?i of the career development activity being undertaken today has Edgar 
Schein’s “Career Development Perspective” (1) underlying it. He argues for 
a perspective that seeks to match the needs of individuals and 
organisations. His Human Resource Planning and Development model related 
issues which occur at various stages of career for individuals and a number 
of issues that arise for organisations at various stages through a sequence 
Of matching processes usually undertaken as part of the Human Resource 
?!anagement cf the organisation. 
ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES MATCIIING I’RKESSES INDIVIDUAL ISSUES 
Society and cwironmcnl 
Conlmumg rducauon. 
job mdes~gn or rolrlion. 
part-lmc work. cmative 
rotgnments. counwimg, 
(reproduced from Schein (1) ~4) 
The model  describes the classic case of the one company upwardly mobile ; 
career. W e  ‘nave previously discussed the increasing rarity of sucn a case 
but it IS still seen as an ideal by many individuals. :,:any _  CXlDaniE?S 
aspire to it in New Zealand and overseas. 2illiams (2) xiting 1  r. T- r: .-z 
United Kingdom for the Institute of Personnel CIanagement about develcpnen:a 
in career development says:- 
“Although family life and leisure are now taken much more 
seriously by both sexes, there is no  evidence of the onward 
and upward concept of a  full-time career falling from favour” 
He claims further that 
“Unfortunately, however, the “leaner and fitter” culture 
coupled with a  larger labour market than ever means there are 
fewer promotion opportunities of the traditional type”. 
. 
The Human Resource Plannins and Development Mode l 
:e believes that the consequent frustrations are as detrimental and ,mostly 
.o organisations as they are to individuals. 
‘he model lacks complete utility, particularly in its assumption about age 
nd stages, but it has encouraged attempts to integrate ‘the needs of 
!rganisations and individuals. Attempts in that direction do seem to pay 
.ividends. 
, New Zealand example of an attempt to make career interventions consistent 
;ith this Human Resource Planning and Development model was reported 
,ecent?y in ?!anagement magazine (3). 
Yational Bank of New Zealand is a subsidiary of the U.K. based Lloyds Bank. 
‘he chief manager personnel Dr Don Abel was quoted as saying: 
“We saw a primary responsibility on the part of the employer 
to make career development programmes available to all staff 
at all levels in the organisation. From this flowed the 
responsibility to give clear direction on the opportunities 
available: training to assist staff to reach their goals, 
communication of the performance levels required and feedback 
to staff on their progress. 
“On the employee’s side, staff members were seen as being 
individually responsible for making use of the opportunities 
available. All would have the responsibility to set their 
own career goals and to select a career development programme 
suited to assist them to reach their goals.” 
.t is quit2 clear from these statements that the company sees itself as the 
.nitiator and the one responsible for allowing the matching partnership to 
i2t going. 
Iany organisations come to career planning as a solution to refeaslng 
urnan poeen~i~i. ?Yational Bank was suffering turnover of 251 in 1985 and 
.986. 
'1 I t was becoming increasingly difficult for us because we 
were losing a lot of middle order staff-people who had been 
with us for three to five years and were essential to our 
operation. We tried to address the problem through pay rates 
bUr: that didn’t work. Staff were more concerned about their 
long term careers with the bank.” 
The :Yarional Pank career development programme ‘&as a respons2 to a business 
lroblem and a year after it had been introduced turnover had dropped tc 
1 > The.! i;er2 cl2arly addressing an organisational need and .A-. _._ the COP.C2TT! 
: ame from that and not initially from a concern for the. expectations CT‘ 
leople. if :a:ou 1 d also be possible to argue that the period of high 
:urnover ~ss ;ne in kihich the financial sector expanded and boomed in :;e;.; 
!2aland A^& and sro-ilded a huge r.umber of opportunities to escape from 
craciltiona! T2'Lai 1 banking to more dynamic and highly paid activity. 
:ol loiring :?.2 crash in October 1987 the number of opportunities 
iramatically reduced and unemployment appeared in the financial sector. 
;he labour market nay have accounted for the newer lower turnover as xlch 
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/’ as the effect of the career planning activity. But from the point of vi 251 
of the bank a problem had been dealt with and staff were experiencing more 
satisfaction in their work and careers. 
The Dimensions of Career 
AS s;ell as the modei  in Fig l., Schein suggested a three dimensional model 
of an individual career. The first dimension is verticai progress up the 
hierarchy through a series of different and increasing jobs or 
responsibilites. The second dimension which he suggests is a  functional or 
technical dimension: - which describes their area of special expertise or 
blend of talants and skills. It is a  lateral growth. The third dimension 
is one of inclusion; of movement  towards the inner circle or centre of the 
enterprise. The diagram in Fig. 2  suggests that movement  verticaily xi11 
come to be reliant on inclusion and not just technical skill. The modei  
explains why obviously widely skilled and successful people do not always 
make it to the most senior positions. 
DIMEVSIONS OF THE CAREER CYCLE ~9 
.-- . 
i."i!.O, 
b I 
t ' cj 
A :~m-d~~~~~iond model of an orgmiragion. (E. H. Schcin. “T!le !;luivldual. rheOremmion. and rhecarccr: A  Concepr~~lS~hsmc.“l~~,~m _ 
of Amired B~havmml Smncr 1 (1971,: w,-Q~., 
?h2 .TOSK CS~~1 GUS examples are young I4BA graduates who are abie EG 7ove 
i atera ly thrcugh various areas and achieve some vertical gro:gth but 2211 
to make it :nto the core of the business. iial lath i.3) has a  teliirlg 
account r or this phenomena describing the faiiure of arrogant young 
graduates. 
a 
Career growth is blocked by some characteristic in the individual or those 
making the decisions which denies them acceptance. The move justified by 
competence and results is denied because the new promotion gould require 
admittance to an inner circle who would find the individual a threat or an 
urn4e 1 come colleague. Often the blocking of progress towards inclusion is 
for non-technical reasons and is to do with fitting in. 
Career Anchors 
A career anchor is a pattern of self perceived talents, motives and value 
(Schein). It serves to guide, constrain, stabilise and integrate the 
person’s career. Fourty four graduating students at F!.I.T. were 
interviewed at graduation and again at between 10 and 12 years later to 
explore career decisions and the reasons for them. Although there was 
little consistency in the actual job histories, there was a great deal of 
consistency in the reasons given for decisions. The reasons became more 
clear cut articulate and consistent as job experience was accumulated. 
The 44 aiumni studied could be separated into five groups: Some found 
themselves unable to work in large organisations and ended up in what he 
calls “autonomous” careers and so were anchored in “autonomy” : a second 
group organised their careers around the need to treat something: - a 
product, company or service and were anchored in “creativity”; a third 
group organised their careers around their specific areas of technical or 
functional competence and made career moves to maximise their opportunity 
to remain challenged by their specific content areas. They were “content” 
anchored. The fourth group were preoccupied primarily with career 
stability and security and so were “security” anchored. The fifth group 
ii2r2 concerned vith climbing the corporate ladder to general management 
positions and iink whole organisations performance to their own efforts. 
T!-,ey 3iere “managerial competence” ’ anchored. 
5xe cl2ar parallels can be seen bet>ieen these anchors and the variety of 
cc onvent iona 1 careers described earlier. 
Y:".2 - -l-s3 ; i 7 -L $ -i.- -I _ -- - of Schein’s xork help us by drawing our attenticn to the 
n2ed for - c Tanaged activity to match individual needs and organisational 
needs: by . explaining some of ihe apparently odd management decisions 
csr,c2rr.lng appointments at senior levels and pointing to the existenc2 3f 
tareer z17c::zSrs :.lhich explain indi.iidual decisions concerning careers. 
Eci;ever Tk.21' 2; not seem tc have provided the basis for the development cf 
‘:ery much :n z.22 :*iay cf career ti2velopmenl among New Zealand crganlsarions. 
C-i&REET, CETjEic”:.IzF; T - THE KEL; ZEALAND PXACTICE 
Formal systems of Career Development are not widespread in New Zealand. 
iJhen 20 of the larger New Zealand private sector organisations were 
approached in 1988 (5) only three responded that they had career 
development systems. When human resource consultants were asked to 
identify organisations that had thoroughgoing career development systems, 
the list grew to 10. 
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TWO out of three of the organisations %ho claimed to have comprehensive 
formal systems and all but tsjo of those mentioned to us had strong overseas 
connections being either wholly or partly owned by multinationals. It 
seems likely that the requirements of overseas Head Offices may have 
generated the systems. The most striking exception is the A?!P company who 
have developed a system in New Zealand and are currently persauding the 
Australian Head Office to adopt it for its entire operation. 
The absence of formal systems does not mean that no activity i;hich matches 
individual and company needs is taking place. Indeed many New Zealand 
companies are systematically involved in succession planning for their most 
senior staff. Many companies also have a part of their performance 
appraisal system referring to development and training, which is a limited 
type of career development. It is surprising that so little exists at a 
sophisticated level or below the most senior level, that is home grown. 
This may be due to New Zealand’s small population and comparatively recent 
industrial and economic development which have not provided the range of 
well established and sizable organisations which need career management for 
their employees. A high proportion of businesses are small: - the majority 
with less than 10 employees. The lack of opportunity to train within New 
Zealand to the highest professional level in human resource management has 
also played its part in the general backwardness in the personnel field so 
apparent to visitors. 
Dakin and Garters (6) suggest New Zealand companies wanting to develop or 
replace their pool of general management may benefit from a number of 
practices. Organisations should provide early responsibility to those i:ho 
show potential for upward movement. That implies a monitoring activity and 
also some planning or career management in a formal sense. 
if organisations do not provide adequate challenges for bright ambitious 
people in their early tirenries they will leave, looking for challenges 
elsewhere, or they will make too strong an investment in a specialised 
2zpyJ J.---u to be able to make the transition to general management. Dakin and 
rsar:2rq --* - suggest that it is important for organisations to provide career 
guidance to prospective managers in their early twenties to help them along 
car2er steps. 
b _ ,le-,r s!sc suggest that crganlsaticns should make it possible an.2 easy for 
managers KO mo;re across functional boundaries LO gair: .mcr2 g2n-era.1 
2xper 1 ence . They suggest zhat as part of career development managers 
s noui 3 move rhrsugh branch mar.agement positions to foster conceptual ski 11s 
and acceptance of responsibili ty by learning to run a branch i;r reoi ondi _
division. 
Sinclair and :*:cCormick (7) develop the career management proess that csUi,i 
be administered by organisations for potential managers by easing graduate 
2ntry into -,he organisation’s xorkforce and supporting them ir, their 
3anag2ment car2er development. 
They suggest of ‘Jarious hiays II-I the early stages of careers, to fzc:li:are 
social interaction: such as shared projects and activities. They high1 ight 
:ne importance of the soc:alisation process which allows culture tC -ce 
absorbed and nissian understocd. They suggest a “buddy” system of pairing 
10 
individuals ..’ +,ith a similar person already established in the organisation. 
They also value the appointment of mentors - an experienced person who has 
made it in “inclusion” terms. 
They are addressing to some extent the “inclusion” dimension. 
Garters ;dere 
Dakin and 
dimensions. 
emphasising both the “advancement” and the “development” 
The examples which follow illustrate Fihat is possible in the traditional 
career development pattern. 
development 
MP and IBM attempts to put both the career 
perspective from schein into place, and also signs of 
for other matters raised by Dakin and 
concern 
Garters and Sinclair and McCormick. 
Career Development at AMP 
AMP has a well thought out and developed career development programme. It 
has been developed in New Zealand by the New Zealand Personnel Resources 
team, who are currently engaged in selling the programme to 
Head Ofice in Australia and to other overseas subsidaries. 
the corporate 
The programme operates through two career development guides. One is 
written for the employee and the other for the supervisor or manager. 
itself emphasises the joint nature of the activity. 
This 
essentially the 
The two guides are 
same except for additional information 
concerning timetables and counselling. 
for the manager 
There is also a staff report 
for the manager to fill in with the employee. 
form 
AMP Career Development and Advancement Policies; (8) 
3) Promote from within i i.e. we 
sfficsrs uhere possible) 
prefer to develop our c>ln 
A \ -. 3rcmots on merit and performance 
,- - Equal ;pportunities to all staff 
,-; / - ;ri:!le responsibility for his/her o:qn self development and 
career advancement is ,;ssted in the individual. 
-1. 
_ . . 2 ‘1’ll1ce I-isc sutlines srogressicn or promotion 
Li;u.‘r2r;GrS -; 
t?atr,s tr.rcugn 
-Lb... I .,- scccessful careers. Interesting11 rhe guide 2xpiores 2 
- ange S f spec: aiist disciplines for lateral movement recccnisinc shi 
-arer;li 9s ii211 3s -;2rtical dimensions. Great empnasis is p!ac& c n Ia-::n:* 
,:cn-cr,i c f 
2 
sr.2 s c3;n career. :h2 guide says:- 
“People who succeed set goals for themselves. Ii you don ’ t 
you can end up anywhere - not 
have liked to be.” 
necessarily where you would 
‘deals a-2 ?:<-1a:ned I - Y - as relating to personal 
?zrsohai coals qioted are: 
and/‘or :.:ork life. 3amples :.f 
- tc buy ycur cwn home 
- ta travel c’rerseas 
- to compiete a degree in six years. 
Xork goals given as examples are: 
- to complete a major project by a 
certain date 
- to become the manager of Investments 
Division 
- to have all processing transactions completed - bv 
the end of today. 
The process is indicating that career is part of a wider environment for 
the individuai. 
The Career Development and Advancement Process is set out as six sequential 
activities and employees are invited to begin: 
1) Personal Appraisal:- 
- a self evaluation of the person’s success 
identifying Values, Goals, Skills, Strengths and 
Weaknesses. 
2) Identifying Types of Jobs in AMP:- 
- through a variety of methods: by asking questions 
about AMP and finding out as much as the employee 
can: 
- by talking to their Department Head/Line Executive 
- by talking to people who work in other areas of PJ!P 
- by talking to one of the Personnel Resources Team. 1 
3) Identifying Career Objectives:- 
- by relating their career objectives to personai 
values,goals,skills, strengths and sreaknesses. 
4) Preparation:- 
- asking themselves what they can do to achieve rherr 
career objectives. 
5) Letting People know where they want to go by:- 
- the Staff Development Report 
- tei!ing their Contrclling 0fficer;Line ExecutiY:e 
- spea;:ir,g to one of the ?ersonnel Resources K 2 23 
6) Doing Well:- 
- ‘.A: ‘nice ir, %?IPs ‘L2r.WS means achie;lrng rbl2ir ;oais 
:,: : r 5. I I-! A.?! P . 
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The Staff Development Form is a Key Document and part is reproduced in ?ig 
? and 4 below. 
3) ASPIRATIONS 6 POTENTIAL 
(A) CAREER ASPIRATIONS - To be completed by the /membsr:( 
(i) Whal ars your career asp~al~ons I” the shorl term I.&: your next p(swne”l and the more 
medwm term 10’ Ihe “art 3 years? The lollowmg Divisional breakdown rsileccs Ihe extattng 
organmahonal slruc~l) (whrh may be sublacl to change). Pleaser- lhhe var~us aceas and 
tndets your PrelefenCeS in the table below. 
I. [ACCOUNTING1 
a) Accounhng Services 
b) Banking Setvres 
c) Managemenl Accounhng 
d, Cashews 
2. INDIVIDUAL INSURANCE 
al Assessmenlr 
bl Disab!eme”l Inswanca 
ci Endorsemenls 
d) Financial Services Centre 
e) Group~Chc~ Debut 
g) IID Acco~nls 
h) Policy Payments .’ 
i) Pokcv Holder Serwcm 
I) Speciakst Olficerr 
K) New Busmass 
3. piiEGiq 
a) Investment Accounting 
b) General Inveshents 
c) New Loans 
d) Share Analysts 
e, Treasury 
1) Spenakst Ollicws 
4 /SALES 1 
al Agency Admmislralton 
b) Commwlons 
cl Sales Accounting 
d) Sales Traming 
e) Sales Suppon 
I) Marksling 
g) Spaaakst Olf~cen 
h) Ollics Management 
I) Field Force 
7. SUPERANNUATION 
al Spacralisl 
b) Acluanal 
Cl support 
d) Managemenl Deoanmsms 
10. j-iixGFj 
al lrrlernal Audtl 
b) Admmtstrallon 
EXAMPLE ! 
(51 Prelerenco r-- 
2nd Prelerencs i7 -- 
3rd Prelerence L 
If you have soec!lic 
jobs 1” mend please state 
II you have spec111c 
lobs in mmd please slate 
5. [PROPERTY? 
a) Admuvslralion 
b) Accounts 
Cl Engmneenng 
d) Eulldlng Managers 
e) Valuatfons 
I) Deve~opmenl 
0. ADMINISTRATIVE SERVlCES 
a) Oala Processmg 
b) lnlarnal Communwtiona 
c) Library 
’ d) Legal 
e) Prinwtg 6 Slakonay 
I) Telephones 
gl Twng Sarwcas Centre 
h) Seumly 
- I) Admintslrauo” 
1) Prsmlser 
6. p%?Giq 
a) Pefsonnsl Sewass 
b) Personnel Aercurces 
c) F+ll Tramnrg 
d) lnduslnal RelahonV 
Remu”srallon 
a) Spwalist 
b) Brokers 
cl Undsrwnlmq 
d) Accounts 
e) Claims 
I) Adwsors 
I) 3 Months I) 
,’ 
2) 6 Months 
3) 9 Monlhs 
4) 1 Year 
5) aI Year 
1st Prelerenca j 
2nd Prelerence ! 
?rd Prelerence m 
(We recognise Ihat your prelerences will “alurally be sublecl lo change.) 
Comments: 
ii1 aporopnale, 
’ 11 Usmg the table lrom ‘Career Aspvauons above. please mdfcale I” the boxes powded any pamcular areas 01 
!he Soclet~ I” which you would MI lkke to be consdered lar expe”a”cs. 
fig 3 AXP Staff Development Report-Aspirations 
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(8) CAREER POTENTIAL-To be mmp(eled by [Reponlng Ofleer. ] 
1,) Ihd~cale the dwclton you consider lo be mos, a~r~pnale&enel~C~al for the ollicer lof Ihe0Bil 
placemenl- 
1) Honrontal - To broaden expenencer 
2) Verltcal - To lake on more respwwbllily 
3) Speclalisl 
4) No Move. 
Olher ComriIenlS. 
. 
. 
(,q Usmg the career aspwaltons lable lrom pan 3(A)(i). please suggesl a posslMe nex1 p(acrmenl and medium4erm 
placement Ior the olhcer on Ihe basis 01 Ihe above assessmenl and Ihe erlsllng Org~lanal 
slructure. 
Possible Next Placemenvs Posstble Medwm-Term (&xl 3 Years) ( 
Possible Time Frame lor next placement 
1) 3 Months 2) 6 Monlhs 3) 9 Months 4) 1 Year 5) rl Year 
Please delall possible posHions II appropnate: 
.i) ACTION PLANNING 
To be compleled jomtly by Imember and [reportlngl during counselkng session. Thb SecttOn 1s 10 fellecl 
agreemenls reached. 
Recogmsmg the lacl that any lulure olacemenl wll requwe dlllerenl skills. abllikes and exoerierucwknowledge. please IiSl 
below the $ndwldual’s development needs lor the and what actton plan5 are needed 10 meet lhese needs. 
Slall development needs mtght be mel we on-job Irammg. slall l rammg courses (relet Slall Traneng CalalOgUel. Iechmcal 
trammg. terhary studaes and/or job placements. Examples are provded. 
EERS 
EG - Increased Prdducr Knbwledoe IINZ Sludtes Ongomg This Year 
. 
- Suoerv~sory Shills Secllon Head Semunar March 
c. 
- 
STAFF DEVELOPMENT PLANNER i REPORTING OFFICER; Please uck Ihe approprrate box. 
A  documented up-lo.dale Stall Develoomenl Planner 1s in place for Ihls ollicer. 
The Rnpomog Olhcer has elected no! 10 complete a Stall Development Planner al Ihl stage. 
A Stall Oevelopmenl Planner wll be completed wfhm one month. 
Fig 4 ;.?!P Staff Cevelopment-Potential Revi2w and Action 
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Helpins Yourself to your Future-Career Development at IBM 
IBM New Zealand use the U.S. sourced career development programme used 
worldwide in aii the IBM operations and subsidaries. 
The programme is communicated through three booklets. One is designed for 
employees LO work through, the other two are to guide managers in both 
assessing employees and to provide career counselling. 
The employee work book begins with a foreword including the following (9): 
“IBM has always viewed employee development-helping people to 
grow in their jobs and making the best use of their 
abilities - as vital to its own success and to that of its 
people. This view, which stems from our belief in respect 
for the individual, supports and reinforces our long-standing 
practice of promotion from within..... 
responsibility and whole of life dimension of the process.... 
This employee development package has been designed to help 
you plan and manage your career, personal situations and 
variations thereof. This package also includes instruments 
so you may assess yourself and take responsibility for your 
own course of development. 
The key ingredient of success in any employee development 
plan is that you (each employee) take ownership and that you 
are committed to its success. 
The quide is a comprehensive booklet designed to firstly help an employee 
view and review themselves as a basis for career aspirations. A series of 
*;lorksheets ?ai;es _L,. each employee through a process * or sei f 
assessment, including quest ions and exercises such ?iS “Who am _ . , ;‘, 
Clarifylnq Life Values, Satisfying Accomplishments and LEFaSi Satisfying 
.~cco~inpl i shments ” . 
This iS f 0 :loj;ed by producing a skills inventory ( job content 
skills, transferable s’<ill -* . . s and self-management skills) and job profile. 
,1. ser12s Gf :..:‘o-‘.+ Lr.3neets concerr.ed ‘dith attitudes lead the individcai through 
‘ounces 2 01 - Satisfaction and Attitude to Job, Career and Life, t ,2 :ie 
Guaiity cf Eus;ness and Percc;nal Relationships and to a Fersonal Definition 
sf Success. 
. i. who 12 secti,cn is then introduced on the subject of Plateauinq. __ -3 7’ ;- 
defined as c 
“levelling off, or slowing in the rate of progress in ones 
career, job or life. The person who is producrive, 
satisfied and maturing and whose main ambition is to grow in 
that job can be considered to be positive plateaued. ‘The 
negative side of plateauing occurs when a person has 
ambitions, desires promotions which are not forthcoming and 
perceives themselves as stuck and becomes unhappy 
dissatisfied and unproductive.” 
The IBM employee is invited to identify the opportunities for positive 
plateauing bringing significant satisfaction and reward. Three types of 
plateauing are defined: “structural plateauing” (when upward movement may 
be very slow or have stopped either temporarily or permanently); “job 
content plateauing” (when work has become so familiar there is no 
challenge); and “life plateauing” (when life seems routine . and 
purposeless). Some employees can experience all three types at the same 
time. 
IBM identify a number of actions that managers can take to confront 
plateauing and also ideas for individuals. Reassigning work through 
temporary assignments, task forces, retraining, and increased job variety 
are suggested as managerial responses. Individuals experience three 
phases in structural plateauing: -Resistance, Resignation and finally 
Reenergisation. A major responsibility is placed on the individual to use 
the guide provided to re-evaluate and progress to positive plateauing or 
lateral career progress. 
The final stages of progress through the guidebook/workbook are to write 
some goals and then turn them into objectives with action plans. 
Individuals are asked to state some goals and then check them against a 
series of fairly searching questions which test their reality. For example 
” What is the cost (personal time, life and family) of my career goals?“, 
and “Does someone close to me agree with and understand my answers to these 
questions?” Again we see a whole of life approach being pursued. 
Although great emphasis is placed on individual responsibility, the company 
has an active role. The diagram from the employee workbook (Fig 5) carries 
s;i th it a commentary that offers the assistance of the manager in steps 4 
to 7, 9 and 10. A successful completion of the first 10 steps Kill lead to 
an experience of growth. 
In addition to the workbook for employees, detailed guidance is provided to 
managers about how to assist ;<ith counselling and other interventions. 
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Id+ai\r! 
I ri compar rrg the t-+jo examples 1t is interesting to see the same concern to 
include larerai movement as part of the career concept. IE.“! are .more 
explicit about “plateauing” and so remove very clearly the career 
advancement expectations. They have also gone further with preparaticr. of 
managers for counselling. 
Eoth organisations are recognising the interection of individual needs a% 
:.:ants ‘kith the r,eeds of the organisation but clearly locate responsibility 
.T:ith ,;., -ncl emp i oyee from cooperating and in some senses initiating the 
:latch:ng process ,tihich Schein speaks about. 
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INCREASING CHALLENGES FOR THE FUTURE 
We have considered some of the background to the career issue, and 
illustrated current attempts to manage the needs of individuals and 
organisations. It is clear that the matching of individuals and 
organisations is going to be even more difficult in the future. 
The ability of organisations to engage in meaningful longer term human 
resource planning is declining. The simple model of planning which simply 
predicted the activities of an organisation, derived the demand for people 
by activity, skill, location or other factor and compared it with the 
current or expected skill inventory and planned to close the gap by the 
battery of activities in the human resource function is at best an 
inadequate or partial one for most organisations. Increasing turbulence in 
social economic and technological arena makes prediction of survival 
difficult let alone the shape of the human resource demand. We need some 
new ways of thinking about individuals and their careers and also 
organisations and their human resource planning. 
The Whole of Life Persnective 
The concept of career anchor needs to be extended to fully take account of 
the fact of a growing concern for components of life outside of work. It 
may be more appropriate to speak of “life anchors”, recognising that many 
career decisions only make sense in the wider context of an individuals 
life values, aspirations and social context. The large literature in the 
field of self discovery and employment planning is evidence of the 
increasing interest in making decisions that relate to whole of life 
satisfaction. Most encourage individuals to holistic decisions including 
work as just one part of life. 
Concern for the Quality of Working Life has been replaced for many by 
Concern for the Whole of Life. Organisations that wish to take a proactive 
role in career development must take account of the fact that for many 
people career is a small part of the equation. They must not regard as odd 
the people who have no career growth aspirations in the traditional sense 
and cater for a whole variety of life anchors and interests, some of which 
;gill regard work as tangential to satisfaction. 
Zaduced :fcbi 1 i t;r 
For many years government departments and larger organisations in New 
Zealand have used repeated moves from town to town and eventually to 
‘We1 1 ington as career development moves. For 10 years or more there has 
been increasing resistance to such repeated moves, because of damage to the 
whole of life. 
The increases in vertical career movement have been insufficient to offset 
the disruption to family, school, spouse’s job and social networks to make 
moves attractive. Public service and state enterprises have found it 
particularly difficult to persuade people to move to Wellington or 
Auckland. 
1R 
In making family decisions many people now doubt that in the long term the 
organisation can guarantee long term employment at all, certainly not an 
uninterrupted and gentle ride to the top. Organisations continue to assume 
that mobility is a reasonable requirement for progress Don Abel of 
National Bank was reported in February i989 as saying (3): 
“People who are unable to accept, transfers out their 
locality must accept that their promotional opportunities may 
be limited because they may not be able to get all the 
experience they need in one particular area”. 
It might be thought that the top level of employee might be exempt this 
change on grounds of career drive and high ambition. p!eryl Louis ( 10 1 
carried out a five year study of M.B.A graduates and found that family and 
life-style considerations contributed significantly to most of the major 
work-life decisions (particularly to change jobs and decline promotion). 
Even the minority who were single mindedly devoted to work at graduation 
seemed t0 make concerted efforts to rebalance their lives in about the 
third year after graduation. She claims that our current approaches to 
career development have not adequately considered the total life space of 
an individual. 
I would go further and suggest that we need to acknowledge that the life 
space will change with the seasons of life. The stages in life and their 
various tension points at mid life and other stages are relevant to the 
career decisions of individuals. Schein (1) identified three cycies 
(biosocial, >;ork/career and family) which were externally defined (Fig. 6). 
Each of these has a series of difficult periods which can be predicted. 
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0 
[NDIVIDUAL DEVELOPMENT 
I 
EXTERNALLY DEFINED CYCLES IN A GIVEN SOCIETY 
I{igll 
Sl ress , 
stress Rul or “social” tiler 
Key: A- Biosocinl life cycle 
B ----Work/career cycle 
C-- Family or procrution cycle 
A, Adolescence 
A, Crisis of fhr 30s 
B, Entry hto c~reer/orgxlization 
A; hlitllifr crisis 
B, Gaining of tcnurr 
C, Marriage, clliidren 
B, Retircmrnt 
C, Children growing 
A, Old-age crisis “P 
w A model of life/career/family cycle interaction ’ 
Fig 6 
Xthough the diagram has a scale of real or social time, it 1s essentiall;- 
predicting 2 time based series of experiences all of which will occur -for 
mosr peopie In the same order and at the same ages. 6y understanding the 
?art icular stages that individuals are at, we are expected to be able x 
help them i8.L L.& ‘-b self analysis, transitionai activities and career planning 
‘..,. ; t Fl i I‘ needs, v i a career ?2ve;opmenC A. I 7 ;p- 2 SC022 of the organisation’s 
intervenriGn5 1 :7. the Human Resource Plannlng and Development model. 
S.$en Sch2 1 n xas 5:riting those assumptions had more validity than tcday 2nd 
1 g g I! ‘3 . :,:ore and more we are unable to see age and development 2s >,:e 11 rrie 
rsi&ted. Jf c.21 I rse in the extreme cases of early childhood 2nd s2nliity * i- ,> . 
f hey are related, but age is clearly more a matter of state cf -7; re . ..- .d -.,-;a 
::ere cP.ror.slcc:c2l :iae. 
. 
:.y!z s ‘i 3: 1;s ;-xoi; people who behave as the stereotype cider Ferson ;;?.er! srl,~ 
ii- rr~ir 1,~;; _ --L- A I r.J:en-,les and people who s!~.o~A’ great energy, ambir~on SC L::‘:z 
: F.2 i r -, ,-. 4 _ :ndeed the assumptions about age are some .25 the c3s t .T - . . _, 5 . 
CiSCTlZiIY5fO r;r-denying advancement to young people and denyIn,; nserul ;rCi~ 
;c older people. “The TOO old at 50” has 'become in many areas “:c,3 aid 2t , /-! ,. ?‘J . 
:.:ore and ,more pecple have life experiences and a series of cnanges in l1f2 
space ti;at defy the assumptions cf the past. it is no lsngar 2rcugk 1 c 
assume 52caus2 - c i age or family circumstance people zre E; ;articl;i2r --.-A s-,ages and as?lrations generally, and :n particular concerning -‘“f :.i G r ;.: . 
An-f at tsmpr to career plan must take into account the turbuien: znclrcnment 
cf ir,di -syirjllel asDlrations and be thoroughly indiv:dual-centred. 
Dual Career Marriases 
The increasing number of dual career marriages has led to increasing 
difficulty in restricting career planning even to a hoiistic approach to 
the employee. The spouse and their career will need to be considered. 
iihere mobi I itv iS essentiai organisations will need t0 pay greater 
attention to *the way they encourage and facilitate moves. Xilliams(2) 
writes that in particular with the rise of dual career couples, both 
partners need to be involved and inducements may need to be aimed at the 
spouse as much as the employee. Career counselling for both may be 
involved. Help in finding employment for the spouse may be needed. 
A number of New Zealand companies already involve partners in decisions to 
relocate. Hallensteins have for a number of years flown the spouse to the 
new location and involved them in the decision process on behalf cf the, 
company as well as the employee. 
The assumption implicit in the attempts to involve spouses has been that 
generally it will be men who have the most mobile jobs, the most lucrative 
posts and that generally it will be for the wife to move. That this is so 
is confirmed by the media speculation and interest when this assumption is 
turned on its head. Two recent examples illustrate it. 
5lhen Dr Karen Poutasi, then I”!edical Superintendent of Middle More Hospital 
in Auck 1 and was appointed to the post of Chief Health Officer at th2 
Department of Health in Wellington, much was mad2 in the media of the fact 
that her husband had just taken up a post in the Presbyterian ministry i r. 
Anck!and and ill-informed comment made about whether or not he would move. 
It is unlikeiy that if the roles had been reversed there would have b2en 
air&y comment at 211. 
Similarly rhe appointment of ::rs Margaret Fulgan as Chief Human 3ights 
:,sn;ssion2r, -..:.;lch invol;red a shift from Dunedin to Auckland arous2d gr2at 
Inter2st lri z5.2 Cunedin press and a request for a statement from her 
husband :,:hc ;,:as a senior Professor at Otago University ;%;here she had also 
‘+y. 2mpioyed as a sanior lecturer. I.Iany male staff _ h=ve l2ft tfi2 
!~n~-;~rs:f-; :\:;:r. nc .media ir.t.erest in the fact zhat their :,:1.;2s !:a.::2 l2ft 
:mportant .:;orx ;,o move xith their families. 
Ir. 22th ~2525 r-2 spouses mov2d to very SatISfaCtOry, 2.ien advantas2ous .“. 2 ;.: 
?CSl YiGIlS sugg2sting that ‘career planninq was a family matter 2G’. 311 
:ssiated indivlduai one. 
Equity for the disadvantased 
One r,f rhe f2atures of the 1980s in N~u Zeaiand nas L‘2en 5 :ro:;inq 
r2li:Pf2nrt! cn r-e part of -* A c those qroups who are disadvantag2d to I-~.YJ.~:c s 3 . 
Prsmlnence has been given to ethnic minorities, women and -3 3 12ss2r 
ext3nt t5.0~2 :~-ho have a disability. 
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Women ’ s Career Experience 
The number of jlomen in paid employment has increased since World War Two. 
After 1951 the female workforce grew at a faster rate than the male. In 
the 1970’S there was a steady increase in the number of full time women 
:<orkers hi th chi ?dren. By 1986 married and unmarried women constitute 
nearly ha1 f the total workforce (11). 
L!arried Yemen 1 n lUew Zealand now make up half the female rtiorkf orc2. 
Including mothers in full time and part time employment the xorkforce 
aarticibation rate for women with children exceeds that of women with no & 
chiidren. Gver 855 of mothers of five to six year oid children are in the 
paid sjorkforce (11). 
“In this age of liberation and non-discrimination it might seem both sexist 
and unnecessary to talk about women’s careers differently from men’s. Does 
the difference make any difference? Nanagerial occupational statistics 
clearly demonstrate managerial man-power is the operative term, with 80% of 
managers being male.. .The higher up the hierarchy the smaller the 
percentage of women” (12). These remarks concern the situation in 
Britain. The picture in New Zealand is even more stark. 
In a leaflet to introduce the Ministry of Momen’s Affairs published in 
1986, it bias claimed that although women outnumber men in the workforce, 
men far outnumber women in the decision making bodies in the country. 
There xere no female managing directors of major companies. Only one 
percent of the people at the upper levels of the public service were women. 
Females made up 14% of local body members, 9% of mayors and 13 percent of 
:d!P s . There were only three female judges in the country (13). The career 
system :..:as believed to be still geared to the male breadwinner, nuclear 
family life, cycle - a forty year, forty hour week - raking no account cf 
the rime >;omen spend in child rearing. 
‘- ‘>:‘“v f :-. i r 2 s c f Tr:.mary teachers are women, but women hold only 3 22r c2nt ci 
:rir.c;ssl ’ s 1 B3;zC. in secondary schools wom2n constitute 48 perc2nt of t‘r2 
:2ar-arq i.--- - ‘ser only 15 per cent of the principals (11). Teaching is one oi 
:kss2 sr223 :,.;?2r2 2qual opportunity has notionally existed for many years. 
_- -.L 1993 ,,._ haif i.‘O” ;he employees of New Zealand’s four main trading ~-api-c u- .1.- 
‘,-2r? -~:c;iner, . Fo>revo,r 95 per cent of the biomen were in the, thrise lcwes; 
I r ; ri 3 c -. _ Ia u b v cs::.~,ara2 ~:ith oni:/ 293 cf the men. Thirty fip.72 per-cer:t sf f-2 --3r ..s-__ 
::2id r:-:s ;p;; sj-,2cr . rat-&s of 2xecutl.:2 grade - compared >;ith oniy C .i ;ercenr 
. . ; i- ‘::smen 111 . 
3 i 7,’ 2 p -n-< failur2 . i-.-u to make career progress in adcanc2ment lt is natural tc 
2 c 2. -- rb.2 qu2srlon ;%;:I.J A number of . - major factors seem to play a par-,:- 
- ‘5 2 _ _.e &UC;lZ - 5:: s;iste.m channels and in some cases imposes vocational cholc2 
zn ?2males. 
F212n P13C2'S $CUd’{ of >; 2’si Zealand :*/omen and managers Indicates -5 
e;;ZG;p,qj TV,. -_**--L- _ !ac:r,q :ti;omer~ who resist tne educational stereotypes ar.rd 3Spi i-2 
CG nanager i a~ ;CSltiGIiS; the belief that >iomen ar2 rot emotionally Suited 
-or -anayemer.t sosts because - 
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“They cannot take the pressure required of an executive, as 
they become tense under stress and let intuition take over 
instead of thinking problems through to a logical conclusion” 
(14). 
It is ironic that such a view should still be prevalent at a time when the 
interest of researchers in the nature of management and the use of left and 
right brain in thinking has lead to an endorsement of the need for 
intuition and other so called female characteristics in producing excellent 
management. Denial of entry to management careers to women represents 3 
refusal to use a major resource and is in itself poor management. 
The procedures controlling promotion and training in most organisaticns 
present barriers to women wishing to advance. Progress is via executive 
development programmes and few women are given the opportunity to attend 
such Programmes. 
A group of Otago University staff have been offering management courses CO 
industry for almost 15 years. Over that time it has been, and is still, 
rare for more than one women to attend each course. Most have 20 plus men 
on the programme. The 1989 entry to the Otago MBA has one women studying 
fulltime out of 28-despite strenuous efforts to attract women. 
Me have been considering the advancement or vertical dimension of career 
for women. The inclusion dimension is a further problem. The basic issue 
in making it to the very top is whether you fit in. However competent an 
individual, unless they are welcomed as suitable to join the team then 
competence technically is of no value. Australian studies (15) and 
American studies she:,; that a major difficulty is male beliefs that >;omen 
:+culd not fit into a predominately male environment. 
1: is _ widely considered to be proper for a women to interrupt her career lr. 
\;rder tc have chiidr2n. This interruption usually occurs when the women Is 
:rT A.. her 1 at2 z:%;entl2s or. thirties and makes a time gap betjleen eariy anti -em -GLC career. It cr2at2s an apparent temporariness in female employment 
'22fDi2 she has her familv 
Sk-!2 relatron- ;o 
t 2iso means that she is 
:er 
di sadvant ag2d ;.;i-!2T. 
returns, In -- i I male counterparts, due to a briefer xcrk 
axper 12~~2. 
;G;-dated Essi;:npt;3ns li2 under these barriers. Th2 sssumpticn sf E 
-2 r3cir de* -- ,:s 2 1GrLg smooth series of movs s through an ,crganisz::bc ;r 
profession .;tself 12ads to seeing anything else as odd. ?2-entry after 2 
jreak fGi C;?’ i j . **LA r22r:ng is cnly seen as a problem 1: there is zn aSSUmptiC.r, 
fil3': is 1s I-.DZ 2 normal alternative. If 5ie ccnsrder career to be c c2i12s 
cf zoves given coh2rence by the life anchors or the individual desir2s 223 1:; I*- 2 spac2 ; then child bearing and home management can be s2en as llS2r^Cl 
management and deveiogmental experience. Another assumpticn damaging :i 
xomen, is That only full time work is real. Newer models of >!ork ail;:*: 
part time i:ork t3 be seen as as much part of a career as fUli tl.T!S. 
:$:or.v.ing -7t !-.c;.me, ,:’ r T212-n2tydOrking >:ill prGvv~ide opoortunities fzr :~.oir.u,i: . 
:l;i thin the traditicnal male dominated world of nanagemenr women are ddvissi: 
to treat ir 3s a foreign land by Val Garfi2ld (16) (Fig 7). 
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Who) con a woman do? .--c.- .,..---------c 
Women entering - or wanting to enter - the power structures 
of male-dominated institutions, particularly business, are like 
persons wanting to become citizens of another country - and 
they must be willing to learn the language and culture if they 
want to succeed. 
In order to succeed in this foreign country a woman must 
first decide that she really wants to be there. To be clear with 
herself that she wants a career and that she is wilting to pay the 
costs and deal with the probicms in order to reap the rewards. 
In order to do this: 
l She needs to he mot-c conscious of and specific about her 
career goals and of her individual career development plan 
than a man does. 
l She must be conscious ahout herself, her strengths, her 
vulncrabilities, her personality - and thus be able to effective- 
ly manage who she is in the context of the environmrnr in 
which she has chosen to work and, she needs to he clear 
about the need to manage the environment and herself 
concurrently. 
0 She must consciously seek out a mentor, an advocate - 
someone in the organisation who can and will teach her. 
advise her, support her, criticise her; and possibly open doors 
for her. To succeed tn this she must be someone worth 
investing in, someone who can and will make a return on the 
help she rcccivcs. 
0 She needs to be knowledgeable about and in charge of her 
‘female’ programmIng t’rom lnrnilv and culture, so that jhc 
can clerermtne her personal priorities and IX in charge 01’ 
hcrsclf and her life. 
0 She must he willing to risk and to he less passive - to srop 
waitin: to be chosen and to bc assertive ahnut what she wants. 
0 She must bc willing to recognise antI use the formal ;IIKI 
rnlorrnal systems in the organisation; antI to make a str;tteyy 
lor hcrsell‘ I~asccl on this analysis. 
/ 
0 She has to stop being the Quct:n 13~. and help, supporr 
:~ntl make p;lthw;l!,s Ior other. Lvolnen. 
l SIN: IIIII~[ IX: in c:h;lrSc 01 hf:r own Lrning and tl~vc~lol)- 
n~:ni - tintlinq prograrnri\cs both in and outsidc the org;r,i152- 
::on IO acquire rhc knowicd~c ~ntl skills she ncetls to XI\ IIIILC. 
, 3 5Il(. II:IISI take responsihilirv Ii)r rn:inaqinS ht.r III‘IL~I~I’ .l!i(I 
i hc:r \vilr-k Iilk. 
Fig 7 
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Affirmative Action 
Despite the difficulties, more and more women are returning to work; more 
and more are seeking careers which satisfy their aspirations. 
Many male managers are beginning to recognise that the barriers placed in 
the way of women have been harmful. However many managers are concerned to 
improve the results of the organisation in the very short tern. Actions 
that would be seen as changing the established order are often rejected as 
“not my business ..stuff for social workers”. 
Six ways in which organisations may take affirmative action are suggested 
by Val Garfield (16) - 
. the recruitment of qualified women with management 
potential... perhaps the selection of a woman in 
preference to an equally or more qualified man 
. providing every opportunity for women to learn about 
the ‘foreign country’ of the corporate business world - 
the language and culture their male collegues know 
automatically 
. providing special financial and educational assistances 
. making line managers responsible and accountable for 
professional development of their women subordinates 
. the selection of women for promotion or career 
development instead of a qualified man 
. providing specialised personal and professional 
development programmes only for women. 
Affirmative action programmes mean that some men will be held back. But 
until there are appreciable numbers of women in management roles such 
action may be needed. 
Che PeoDle of the Land 
There is no substantial literature concerning the careers of Maori people. 
What is clear to most managers, who are themselves pakeha, is that very few 
Maori people make large scale progress in vertical career growth. “They 
are under represented in the professions, being found in a limited range of 
occupations and rarely in positions of power and influence” (17). The 1986 
Census suggested 2.2% of managerial and professional people were of Maori 
or Pacific Island descent. While there are examples of very successful 
Maori people in the public sector as a result of government policy and 
intervention: the private sector success of Maori in vertical career terms 
is very limited. The reasons for this are manifold but 
undocumented and unresearched. 
largely 
The culture of an organisation is greatly influenced by the senior 
managers. They are in most organisations overwhelmingly pakeha. The 
values 
Hofstede 
held by Kiwi managers were studied as part of a major study by 
(18) in 1984. Data was collected from employees in 52 countries 
and the underlying values ranked along four dimensions. New Zealanders 
shared closely the value sets of Australia, Canada, the US and Great 
Britain. The study showed the centrality for New Zealanders of 
individualism, (defined as a preference for a loosely knit social framework 
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where individuals care only for themselves and their immediate family); low 
power distance (defined as a dislike of large power inequalities and 
tendency to resist being fixed in a hierarchy); weak uncertainty avoidance 
(defined as an absence of tight codes of belief, behaviour and protocol); 
and masculinity (defined in the study as a social preference for 
achievement, heroism, assertiveness and material success). 
The definitions read like a list of all that is not Maori. It maps out an 
essentially foreign land - and one even more strange to Maori people than 
the male world of business is to women entering it. 
“Maori people generally are much less obsessed than Europeans with the idea 
of accumulating wealth and belongings which is almost basic to an 
individualistic European society” (19, p 5). As a result the monetaryand 
other material and lifestyle rewards may not have the same attraction: 
particularly if a denial of essential parts of the Maori cultural heritage 
is required. 
Maori people tend to think in terms of we rather than I. A peron’s 
membership in the family group is the basis of economic and social life. 
It defines a persons social status. Careers that are founded on personal 
competition, individual achievement and specialness of the individual are 
culturally strange to Maori people. 
If a pakeha dominated organisation rewards separation from others by 
achievement as the basis for promotion it runs against the cultural 
tradition of the Maori way. “I find meaning and personal value in my 
connectedness with others not my disconnectedness” was how one well known 
Maori academic put it. 
When a Maori person goes to work there is a sense in which the whole 
family, community and tribe may be said to be involved. Signs that an 
individual is succeeding in the pakeha world of managment may be received 
negatively by whanau (immediate family), the hapu (the extended family) and 
the iwi (wider community) all of which provide a far more important sense 
of identity than for most pakeha. Tension may well arise. 
From their infancy pakeha children are taught to respect other peoples 
property as if it were part of the other person. The concept of my coat 
rather than our coat is a peculiarly western concept and the Maori May 
would be to speak of “our coat”. Similarly, the idea of “my career” as a 
piece of personal property would be in tension with the idea of “our 
success” for many Maori people. A requirement to ‘succeed in competition at 
the expense of others would be seen as of doubtful legitimacy. 
The Maori view of authority and its acquisition may also add a difficulty 
for Maori wishing to succeed in the pakeha world. A culture that 
emphasises eldership as being connected with chronological we sits 
uneasily with a world where the race to the top is increasingly going to 
those who are in the first half of their lives and those in the second half 
are likely to be effectively burned out and discarded. Taking part in the 
corporate race and winning at the expense of those who are, by other 
definitions, elders, threatens the Maoriness of those Maori people who 
try. Taking or attempting to take “mana” by virtue of personal achievement 
would be seen as both foolish and impossible for many Maori people. 
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Greatness is something 
achieved. 
to, be ascribed in the fullness of years not 
All of these things make it difficult for many q aori people to succeed in 
traditional pakeha careers. In the 1990s there is a need to encourage and 
assist people from Maori and pacific island groups to be able to make their 
full contribution in management. Affirmative action may be required and 
also the development of culturally sensitive models of success and criteria 
for upward mobility. New models of management and career may also be a 
rich outcome of the post 1990 Maori renaissance. 
Other Disadvantased Groups 
We have focused on women who are the largest group who are disadvantaged by 
the career systems in New Zealand. We have also, as is approriate for a 
book published in 1990, given some thought to the difficulties faced by the 
tangata whenua (the people of the land). There are many other groups who 
by virtue of their ethnic or national origin, physical or other disability 
or indeed age; 
affirmative 
are disadvantaged and for .whom special provision and 
action are required. Although important, they are far less 
numerous and if affirmative action is successful in recognising the special 
needs of women and Maori, the lessons may be easily transferred. 
Career Development and Planninq for the 1990’S 
Human resource practitioners may by this stage be bemused by the rising 
tide of difficulties presented and in danger of paralysis as a result of 
the analysis. 
In practice something will still need to be done. 
imprecise 
Because planning is an 
art based on shifting bases does not mean it is not worth the 
attempt. Even if the Human Resource Planning and Development model lacks 
completeness in its utility it is still useful. 
Individuals will still go through the five phases 
interventions 
and career planning 
will be useful at each stage, seeking to match 
and individual needs. 
organisation 
cycle 
It may be that individuals will go through the whole 
once and leave the organisation. 
most of 
It may be that they will complete 
it several times over. In some cases they will have very long 
plateau experiences and additional interventions will be required. 
Fr;m Advancement to Develooment 
Our orientation needs to change from a focus on the vertical dimension of 
advancement as being the most important dimension in career, to a 
recognition of the importance of the lateral dimension which is essentially 
concerned with development. That implies an 
cannot progress in vertical terms. 
acceptance that everyone 
It implies being open about that fact 
and dealing sensibly with the Plateauing issue. The IBM example is a model 
of how to do that. 
Career development activities may need to include what Williams (2) calls 
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systematic enrichment; through secondments, sabbaticals, extending and 
rotating job components. It will involve avoiding giving people 
aspirations in advancement terms that can never be met and giving instead 
development aspirations which can be met to the benefit of individual and 
organisation. 
One result may be that we are engaged in encouraging apparently productive 
employees to leave the organisation for their own development. Turnover 
will have to be seen as neither good nor bad and not an admission of 
failure by either side of the contract. 
Life Plannins and Counsellina 
We have been thinking about the problems of planning for organisations. 
The world in which we are seeking to have employees take control of their 
careers is a traumatic and turbulent one for individuals. We cannot simply 
dump the problem on them. An increased amount of time and effort will be 
required to help individuals cope. The services and help offered will 
extend far beyond the traditional add-on to the appraisal system. It may 
involve individuals and managers in establishing life goals and career 
plans which are far more than traditional one company career paths. 
Organisations may have to be seen as a series of shifting coalitions of 
individuals who move in and out of the core and periphery of the enterprise 
with increased ease. 
Career planning may involve helping people out of organisations and helping 
others to design new models of personally centred career. 
_, Plateauing will be an increasingly common phenomena and will need to be 
addressed in many organisations. It can be addressed by assuming that as 
people are plateaued we encourage them out of the organisation to ensure 
they are not occupying jobs that are need to allow mobility from below. It 
can be handled by the type of measures in place already at IBM. It may be 
that a new philosophy of what an organisation is, will help us. 
Careers will in the future be widely different from the past for most 
people and an enormous variety of employment sequences are likely to 
emerge. Perhaps the only safe prediction is that for individuals and 
organisations it will be an interesting time with rich possibilities for 
both. If indeed the concept of career and career development are going 
through a mid-life crisis, then positive re-evaluation may allow for a re- 
energising of the practice of career management for the benefit of 
individuals and organisations. 
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